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INTRODUCTION 
The major objective of this paper is the construction of nonformally real 
fields with a nontrivial Kaplansky radical. The radical R(F) of a field is a sub- 
group of the multiplicative group P = F - (0). It consists of all elements a E$ 
such that the norm map N: F(#) + F is surjective; i.e., a E R(F) if and only if 
the binary quadratic form x1% - ax2 2 is universal (see [4, 51 for more details), 
We say that R(F) is nontrivial whenever PA & R(F) ,C I? 
Formally real fields with a nontrivial radical have already been constructed 
in [IO, p. 3021 (with four square classes) and in [IS, p. 2171 (with any finite 
number of square classes). We know of only one example of a nonformally real 
field with a nontrivial radical [4] (with an undetermined number of square 
classes). 
In the first section, we will produce nonformally real fields (S,; 12 > 33 with 
3n square classes, a nontrivial radical, and, in addition, a unique (up to iso- 
morphism) nonsplit quaternion algebra. These constructions will be generalized 
in Section 2. There we will investigate the relation between the structure of the 
space of orderings of certain real Pythagorean fields F and the size of R(F(2/- 1)). 
In the process, we will find examples of nonformally real fields F with 1 &‘/Z?(F)/ 
and j K(F)/P” 1 having prescribed finite values. 
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
All the fields considered in this paper are of characteristic not 2. We use the 
standard notation found in [12]. In particular, (a, ,..., a,> denotes the quadratic 
form Cr=, njx,a, where ai E%‘. This is not to be confused with <{al ,..., a,)>, the 
subgroup of P generated by (ai ,..., a,}. For any form p over P we set D,(p) 
equal to the nonzero values of q and write ;:a,> . q in place of (a> @ q. And in 
IV(F), the Witt ring of F, we denote by IF the ideal of even-dimensional forms. 
If P is formally real (we write real), X(F) is the set of orderings of F. Any 
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7 E -Y(F) may be viewed in the obvious way as a map: @ - [& I 1, with ker T 
P(T), the positive cone of 7. Since fi C P(T), we may also identify T with an 
element of the dual Z/ZZ-vector space (p/@*. In this context, S(F) may be 
given a linear structure. It also inherits a topological structure as a subspace of 
{-&j”“- the function space (which is a product of discrete 2-point spaces). 
With this topology, X(F) is a Boolean space, i.e., Hausdorff, compact, and 
totally disconnected. A subbasis for X(F) consists of the Harrison sets H(a) 
(7 E S(F): n E P(T):, where a EP (these are clopen [open and closed]). If 
4 s ‘(zi ,..., a,‘, then we define sgn,(q) = X:=1 ~(a,). Also, we denote by o(F) 
the nonzero sums of squares in F. Finally, R, Q, Z, and N symbolize the real 
numbers, the rationals, the integers, and the natural numbers. For further 
background material see [ 12, 131. 
2. PRE-HILBERT FIELDS WHICH ARE NOT HILBERT 
The study of R(F) was initiated in [l I] in the course of investigating the 
properties of fields with a unique nonsplit quaternion algebra. These fields 
were called generalized Hilbevt fields by Kaplansky but we will instead use the 
term pe-Hdbert. Just what pre-Hilbert fields generalized was a class of fields 
referred to as Hilbert fields by Frijhlich [9]. These are actually the pre-Hilbert 
fields with R(F) = F2 (e.g., /I-adic and real-closed fields). 
The motivation for this terminology is the presence of a “Hilbert symbol.” 
Specifically, let F be a pre-Hilbert field. Then we may define a nontrivial 




is split. In such a field, the radical provides a measure of the degeneracy of this 
symbol; it is nondegenerate precisely when the field is Hilbert (for any field F. 
pre-Hilbert or not, an element n E R(F) if and only if 
a, b 
i--l F 
splits for every b E@). 
The real fields mentioned in the Introduction are all pre-Hilbert fields with 
a particular property: R(F) has index 2 in @. In fact, Kaplansky, in [ 1 I], demon- 
strated that any field F with 1 P/R(F)1 = 2 must be a real pre-Hilbert field. 
Since, in Theorem 2.3 below, we will find nonreal fields with 1 @/R(F)’ ~7 4, 
Kaplansky’s result is the best possible. 
All of the fields which we will construct in this paper are formed by adjoining 
v’- 1 to a real Pythagorean field. The reason that these fields have remained 
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unknown for so long is that until recently there were relatively few examples 
of real Pythagorean fields. This situation was remedied by Brocker in [2]: 
DEFINITION 2.1 [2]. For each n c N, the natural numbers, we define a set 
l”(n) L N. Let P( 1) = .[I:. Then L?‘(E), n > I, is defined inductively by the 
formula C(n) = (o(n - 1) f 1) U 20(n - 1). 
(The original definition in [2] was more complicated. The equivalence of 
these is shown in [I, Proposition 3.31.) 
'I'HEORERI 2.2 [2]. For any n E N and any RI E C(n) there exists a real Pytha- 
gorean jield F, , ,,, with the following properties: 
(i) ~,:l,nr/~z ,~,nl 1 = 2”, or equivalent<y, rank X(F, ,,,,) r= n. 
(ii) S(F,.,,)I = m. 
This is just what we need to carry out our constructions: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let n 2 2 be an integer and let F,,+l,n+z be as in Theorem 2.2. 
If A;, == F,~,1,,,+,(2/q), then 
(i) &,/&a 1 = 2”, 
(ii) h7,, Jzas a unique nonsplit quaternion algebra, 
(iii) K, has a nontrivial khplansky radical if n > 2 (of index 4 in 6$. 
Proof. Observe that C(3) = (3, 4); an easy induction implies that n + 1 E C(n) 
for any IL I 3. So by Theorem 2.2, for any fixed n > 2 there exists a field 
F =Fnil.njz such that 1 *Y(F)/ = n + 2 and rank -Y(F) = n + I (and / @/@” 1 = 
2” 1). Let K 1~~ K, = F(\,,‘z). 
C’onsider the exact sequence of groups (see, e.g., 112, p. 2021) 
1 --+ p, -p”] ---f pp 2, R:‘R* AL+ &((I) ] \),‘&2 + 1 (1) 
where j is induced by the inclusion map and 117 by the norm NK.IF . Since F is 
Pythagorean, D,(( 1, 1,) :- &‘*, so 11’ is the trivial map on &7/R?. Hence, we 
obtain ;(&/@) : KiK’ or, equivalently, k; ::: # @, and alsO 1 K/k;* j = 
; !Fp , = 2”. Furthermore, the induced ring homomorphism Y+: W’(F) + 
W(K) (extending scalars) is a surjection. By a result due to Scharlau (see, e.g., 
[ 12, p. 200]), ker Y * = ~1 I, 1) W(F) = 2 W(F). This gives us a ring isomorphism 
W(K) s ?Y(F)/2W(F). As F is real Pythagorean, W(F) is torsion free; since 
, -Y(F)1 = ?z + 2, W(F) e Zn+2 (as groups) (see, e.g., [13, p. 501). Thus, we 
find that W(K) z (Z/2Z)n+” (as groups). It is well known that W(K)/K z 
Z/22 and IK/I”K E @I? (as groups). I n view of the fact that 1 &/x2 1 = 2*, 
we must have that 1 12K 1 = 2; i.e., K has a unique nonsplit quaternion algebra 
(up to isomorphism) (12K is generated by the norm forms of such algebras). 
In particular, not all binary quadratic forms are universal, so R(K) $ R. 
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Now F is not a SAP (Strong Approximation Property) field since rank LY(i(F) -/- 
/ X(F)] (see, e.g., [7, Corollary 5.71). H ence, by [3, Satz 3.201, there exist distinct 
orderings [or , U? , ‘Jo, u,+?} such that G‘,. 2 = CJ~+C+ (a fan of index 8). If we 
let {Us ,..., 0 n+l) denote the remaining orderings of F, then {ur ,..., on F1). is an 
independent set in X(F). 
Using Pfister’s Local-Global Principle (see, e.g., [12, VIII, Theorem 4.11) 
it is not difficult to show that in a real Pythagorean field F, if a E p then D,(( 1, n ) 
= n {P(G): 4 E H(a)) (if I E P(u) whenever CJ E H(a) then sgn,((l, a’>) = 
sgn,((s, ~a,\) for any 7 E S(F)). We may choose, since ?z c ,x, a basis {ai ,..., n,_J 
of p/p2 which is “dual” to (4, ,..., un+i], in the sense that ci(aj) := (-l)6ij for 
1 <;,j<trz+ l.AsO,L+z=- (s102~a we then have H(--n,) = (uz)- for 4 < i -< 
?z +- 1; in other words, L),(<l, -ai;,) = P(u,) for such i. Note that for any 
7 E S(F), the positive cone P(T) is a subgroup of index 2 in fi which does not 
contain - 1. So clearly 
B = D,((Cl, -q>) . DF((I, +q)) (4 
for 4 .< i -< n + 1. And thus & = p . K2 =: OK((l, -q:)) (as - 1 E K”) for 
all such i. Let B = ,,:{a, (..., antl}~j . F”. We have just shown that B . Ii? C R(K). 
Moreover, B C P(u3) so (k-1) . F” n B = p. By the exactness of (1), we 
obtain 1 R(k’)/k;? j > / B . k2/I?- 1 = / B/p / == 2n-2. We know, however, 
that j Z?(k’)/k;” 1 + 2+l by the result of Kaplansky given in the remarks 
preceding Definition 2.1. So, since R(K) $ k;, the only possibility is that 
I R(K)/k2 1 = 2n-2; i.e., 1 K/R(K)! = 4. Q.E.D. 
3. INDECOMPOSABLES AND THE RADICAL 
In this section we will show that the construction used in Theorem 2.3 to 
obtain nonreal fields with nontrivial radical can be generalized significantly. 
Recall that the basic idea in the proof was to find a nonzero element b in a 
Pythagorean field F such that D,(<:l, b> D,((l, - bj) = P. In order to produce 
such an element, it was necessary to consider the structure of the space X(F) of 
orderings of F. For example, dY(Fn,n+l) = (a,> U {cJ,} U ... U (uTL) U {ul , u2 , 
03 9 u~(T~cT~] (for n > 4). This type of decomposition of X(F,,.,,) will be seen 
to be an instance of a more general phenomenon. We will see that if F is a real 
Pythagorean field and K = F(d\/--l), th e size of R(K) depends on a particular 
decomposition of 9(P). These results are based on the work of Marshall [14, 1.51: 
DEFINITION 3.1 [14]. Let Us, u3 be orderings of a real Pythagorean field F. 
If either u1 = up or there are orderings or , 73 E X(F) with {q , u2} f (TI , T2) 
and u1 =-= TRUST., , then WC say that vi and a, are simply connected and write 
u1 -s 0, . 
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If u, 7 E X(F) and there is a sequence of orderings of F, cr = o,, , o1 ,..., (J,-~ , 
on = 7 such that ‘si-r N s ‘Jo for 1 < i < n, then we say that (3 and 7 are con- 
nected and we write u N 7. Clearly, N is an equivalence relation on X(F). The 
equivalence classes in X(F) will be called the indecomposables of F. Also, every 
subset of X(F) which is a union of indecomposables will be called f&Z (with 
respect to -) in X(F). 
Remark 3.2. (i) A full subset Y C X(F) has the property that if 0 E I’ and 
7 E -‘I(F) with o N s 7, then T E I’ (every fan of index 8 is disjoint from I’ or lies 
in Y). In the example given above the indecomposables of F,,,+l are (Us}, 
{u,>,..., {u,J and {q , ua , u3 , Vale). 
(ii) Although X(F) may be endowed with a topology, there is no danger of 
confusing the above notion of connectedness with the usual topological definition, 
for X(F) is totally disconnected as a topological space, i.e., the only topologically 
connected subsets of X(F) are one-element sets. 
(iii) It turns out that for any field and any pair (T, r c X(F) we have u - T 
if and only if u -s 7. (The proof of this result is not at all obvious; see [16, 
Theorem 2.31.) So the indecomposables are actually the equivalence classes 
of “s. 
DEFINITION 3.3 [ 141. Let Y _C X(F). We define Y-’ to be the set of all b EF 
such that b is positive with respect to every ordering in Y. 
It then follows that for a Harrison set H(a), a E@, 
H(a)l = n {P(U): u E H(a)) = D,(<l, a>) 
(the second equality was seen in the proof of Theorem 2.3). The next result was 
gleaned from [14, 151: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a real Pythagorean jield and let Y C X(F). Jf Z = 
X(F) - Y, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) I7 is full and clopen (open and closed). 
(ii) The natural map: P/Pa -+ P/Y1 X P/Z1 is an isomorphism. 
(iii) P = I’l . .Zl. 
(iv) Y is a full Harrison set H(a), for some a E&. 
Proofs. (i) + (ii) is just a restatement of the Approximation Theorem in 
[15] so we will omit this part of the proof. To show that (ii) implies (iii), take 
b EF. By (ii), there exists an element a E$ such that (aYL, aZ’) = (I-l, b.ZI) E 
p/Y, x @/Zl. Thus, l/a E E’l, ab E Z, and so b = (I/a)(ab) E I’l ,Zl. The 
. . . . . 
implication (iv) + (1) is obvious as H(a) is clopen. So all that remains is to 
show that (iii) implies (iv). 
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By (iii), we may take -1 = a (-u . 1 /a’) with a E 1.: and --a E Zl. So 
the definition gives YC H(a) and 2 C H(--a). Since -Y(F) = I- u Z and 
S(F) : E-l(a) u H(--a) are both disjoint unions, we must have 1’ :-• H(a). 
Now let 0 E I’ and (or, ~a E ITi such that CJ~CX+ is an ordering of F. To 
show that I’ r= H(a) is full we must show that ~~00~ E Y whenever CI $ (ur 3 02). 
Suppose on the contrary that ~~~00~ 6 I?. Th en U~U(T~ E Z == H(--a) so U~UU~(U) = 
- 1. Since u(u) =~.z 1, we have u,(u) r- --- U,(U), i.e., one of {ur , u.J lies in I’ and 
the other in Z. By symmetry we may assume ur E I’, uz E Z. We will show that 
this implies that 0 = q ur , which would contradict our assumption that u C# {a,, CT~) . 
Nowfi = Yl Zl, so it suffices to show that (a 1 Y’) = (ul 1 Y”) and (u 1 ZL) = 
(ul 1 Zl). As U, ul E I’, we have (U j Y’) .= (1 1 Yi) = (ul 1 YL). Also u = Us 
(uluuz) . up and {oluua , u,] C Z, so (uruua I ZJ-) = (1 / Zi) = (uZ / Zj-), i.e., 
(u I Zl) = (ur / Z’). Hence u =m u1 (or uY) whenever uluu2 + I’. So Y := H(a) 
is full. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition will provide the connection between I?(F(t/y)) and 
the decomposition of aY(F). First we need a lemma: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F be afield, a E $, und K = F(alie). Ifs E fi, then 
n,(il , X‘ ) I>,(,, 1 1 as ,) = I),-( ,: 1, s’:) n P. 
Proof. Let ~7 GE;’ n D&l, x ). Suppose T $ II,(::l, s:); then the form 
1,x, --y,,, is anisotropic over F. By a result of Scharlau’s (see, e.g., [12, p. 200]), 
since the F-form ,:: I, s, -IT‘., becomes isotropic when viewed as a K-form, n-c 
have an isometry (11 , s, -in’,> : = ,‘I , --N Jt -1 :(z,t-v’ in W(F), for some t E F. 
Hence the F-form ’ 1, .v> _L (-J ,/ 1, CIX,, is isotropic over F, i.e., there exists an 
clement 2 E II,( (1, I‘, ) n J . DF(c< 1, us ). But then (C/J!) . (yiz)a E DF(< 1, a~:,) so 
y = % (qLy)(y/$ E &(<I) N’ ) . D&l) a,x’ ). The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
proposition 3.6. Let F be a real Pythagorean field and K = F(z/- 1). Then, 
for u E F, the follow’n<r conditions me equkalent: 
(i) ZI(a) is full, 
(ii) OF(c:l, --(I:) DF((l, a ) -P, 
(iii) a E X(K). 
Proof. First, recall from the proof of Theorem 2.3 that h’ = p . i?. When 
we combine this result with that of Lemma 3.5 we obtain the equivalence of 
(ii) and (iii). Next, we have that II(a)l := Dr(~:l, a>) and H(--u)l = D,((l, -ul;). 
Since II(a) ~-2 X(P) - H(--a), we may apply Theorem 3.4 and conclude that (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent. 
When the indecomposables of X(F) are clopen sets we can actually determine 
the size of R(F(\/?)): 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let F be a real Pythagorean field and let K = F(dT). 
Suppose the indecomposables of F, {Xj: i E I), aye clopen. Then 
(i) j II < co. For each i E I there exists ai E&’ with St = H(a,), and 
R(K) =:: i,{ai: i EI},, . I?. 
Proof. Since {XL: i ~1: form a disjoint open cover of the compact space 
S(F), 1 I 1 < cc. Each -Yi is full and clopen and so, by Theorem 3.4, is a Harrison 
set N(a,), for some ai EP. In addition, for each i E I, N(a,) is full, and thus 
ai E R(K) by the previous result. 
Conversely, suppose a E R(K). Again by Proposition 3.6, H(a) is full, so is a 
union of some of the indecomposables. Write H(a) = u {U(aj): j E J> for some 
set JL1. Now, for any b, CG&, if H(--6) n H(-c) = a, then H(-bc) = 
H(--6) u H(-c). So inductively, since {H(a,): ig ZJ are disjoint, we have 
H(a) = H(-flieJ (-aj)). But when 6, c EP, H(b) = U(c) if and only if b E cp2, 
for by a theorem of Artin and Schreier (see, e.g., [12, p. 227]), H(b) = H(c) if 
and only if bc E o(F) = p2 (F is Pythagorean). Thus, a E ( --njtJ ( -aj)) . P2, so 
a E .::(ai: i E 1)‘, K2 (note -1 E R2). This proves (i). 
Consider the set {-a,@: i E 11 2 F/@. We claim that this is an independent 
set and that nie, (-a;) E -p2. It is enough to prove that if J _C I with 
J&, (-aj) E -P2, then and only then J = I. This condition, however, is 
equivalent to the condition that lJ (H(aj): j E J> = H(1) = X(F), by the same 
arguments used in the last paragraph. The last condition occurs if and only if 
I = J, so the claim holds. Recall (or refer to Theorem 2.3) that g2 n p = fF2. 
We have just shown that if I’ C I with j I’ 1 == / 1 / - 1, then {aiR2: i E I’) 
form a basis of R(K)/R2. For if nIjsJ aj E ki2 with J _C I’, then njeJ (-a,) also 
lies in &? n @ = &F2. But J g I, so such a relation is impossible. This proves (ii). 
Remark 3.8. When X(F) is a finite space, such a decomposition into clopen 
indecomposable subsets is always possible. In general, though, the equivalence 
classes of N may not be clopen. For instance, let F be SAP Pythagorean with an 
infinite number of orderings (e.g., the Pythagorean closure of R(x)). Since F 
is SAP, any four orderings of F are independent, so every singleton set is an 
indecomposable. These cannot all be clopen since -Y(F) is compact. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to finding nonreal fields K with 
arbitrarily prescribed values for 1 R(K)/@ 1 and 1 x/R(K)j. Our method is 
essentially that which Brocker, in [2], used to construct Pythagorean fields with 
2” square classes and m E p’(n) orderings. In [6], Craven uses Briicker’s idea to 
show: 
THEOREM 3.9 [6]. Let F1 and F2 be real Pythagorean jields. Then there exist 
a purely transcendental extension L of Q and algebraic extensions IC1 and h; of L, 
in a fixed algebraic closure of L, such that: 
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(i) K, and Kz are Pythagorean, and IV(&) g W(F,) for i == 1, 2. In 
particular, pi/l?,* s &/kii2 and X(FJ s -Y(&) for i = 1, 2. 
(ii) If F = K, CT AC? , there is a natural isomorphism $/‘jp? g KJk’,” i; 
K*/K**. 
(iii) S(F) E -Y(KJ u -Y(Kz), a disjoint union; i.e., $ CJ E X(F), then o 
extends uniquely to an ordering of Ki for exactly o?ze i E 1, 2. In terms of the iso- 
morphism in (ii), (J induces a map of the group $/fi* into {&l] ulhich has the direct 
factor k;j/&TjTj2, j + i, j c 1, 2, in its kernel. 
In practice, we identify II’ and W(&) f or i = 1,2. Under the isomorphism 
q&2 gg P$y x P*,iP 33, if 7 E X(F), then the induced map 7 c- (p/p)*, the dual, 
hasfiJ:ja in its kernel, for exactly onej E 1,2, i.e., 7 may be viewed as an element 
of (F’i!Fiz)* for j $- i, i E 1, 2, which has been trivially extended to an element 
in (F/F3)*. Thus each r E S(F) can be identified with some 7 E X(F,) for exactly 
one i E 1,2, as above. So S(F) = ‘Y(F,) u X(l7.J. 
If x E fi;, we will always denote by x1 E p, and x2 E P, the elements such that 
(.@r2, ~,ka’-‘) corresponds to &a under the isomorphism of &@‘a and $r;i~r2 x 
p2/fi2*. Thus, if 0 E -Y(FJ C S(F) for i E 1,2, u(x) L u(xi). 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let Fl , F2 and F be as in Theorem 3.9. If Fl has y1 in- 
decomposables and F, has rg inderomposables, then F has r1 + Ye indecomposables. 
Proof. It suffices to show that X(Fl) and -Y(F2) are full subsets of S(F). So 
by Theorem 3.4, we have to show that -Y(F,)l . X(F# = 8. Let x E&. Choose 
a,bEfisuchthata,==l=bb,,a,-s,andbz=x,. Thenx=ab.c”for 
some c E P. As a E S(F.#, b E X(Fl)‘, and cz E fi = S(F)’ =~ S(F# n X(F,)l 
we have x E X(F,)I . X(F,)I. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.11. Ideally, we would like, for a given Pythagorean field F, to 
determine the number of disjoint clopen indecomposables in >Y(F) (if such a 
decomposition exists). Then we would know thevalue of 1 R(F(&~))IF(v’?~)~I. 
Even if -Y(F) is finite, it is not, in general, enough to know the order and rank 
of X(F). For example, we may, on the one hand, apply Corollary 3.10 with 
Fl = Fz =- Fs,4 . The resulting Pythagorean field F has two indecomposables 
(S(F,,J is indecomposable). On the other hand, when we take Fi = Fz,.6, 
F; = Fx8, , by using Corollary 3.10 we obtain a field F’ with three indecom- 
posables (AY(F,,,) is indecomposable, and Fz,* is SAP). Yet, both 9(F) and 
X(F’) have rank 6 and order 8. 
In certain cases, however, the rank n and order m of -Y(F) do determine 
the size of R(F(v’x)). When n =L WZ, F is SAP, so there are n indecomposables, 
and R(F(\/- 1)) = F(dz). By Theorem 2.3, if nz -= n + 1 (n 2 3), 
R(F(2/- 1)) has index 4 inF(z”z). A lemma due to Marshall is useful in this 
context: 
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LEMMA [14]. Let Y1 = (q , uz ,..., CT,, _ 1 C X(F) be a set of independent 
orderings, where F is real Pythagorean and n > 5. If I’, C X(F) with 
then Yz u {nF=, u,: is not a full subset of X(F). 
Consider a field F with 32 square classes and 7 orderings, e.g., F5,1 . If we let 
{ur ,..., u5} be independent orderings, we may clearly take u6 = u1+u3 E X(F). 
By the above lemma, the last ordering u, cannot be u,u,u,a4u,, or else X(F) 
would not be full, an absurdity. So we may assume that u, = u3uauq or u, = 
uaulu5 . If u7 = aau,a5 , then {or , us , u,, , u6 , u,} are independent and us = 
ul”2u,u5u7 3 u3 = (TAURUS, which, as before, leads to a contradiction. Hence 
U, = a,u,u,; i.e., X(F) = {ur , ~a , ua , u4 , u1u2u3 , u2uauq} u (a,}, and there are 
two indecomposables. Set K = F(v’/-1). Then by Theorem 3.7, 1 R(K)/@ / =2. 
Also, by the proof of Theorem 2.3, 1 W(K)1 = 27 and so / 12K 1 = 4 (there are 
four distinct K-quaternion algebras, up to isomorphism). (If K were pre- 
Hilbert, then by [II, Theorem 21, all quaternary forms would be universal, 
and so we would have 13K = (0) and 1 12K 1 = 2, which is not the case.) 
We give one more example, that of a super-Pythagorean field. Such a field 
is characterized by the property that the product of any three orderings is an 
ordering (see also [7]). In particular, every pair of orderings is simply connected, 
so the space of orderings is indecomposable. When X(F) is finite, F is super- 
Pythagorean if and only if m = 2+l [7] and then R(F(\/- 1)) = F(.\/z)2. 
The fields R((xr))((~,)) ... ((xJ), of iterated power series in n variables with 
coefficients in R, are super-Pythagorean and have 2n+1 square classes [7]. 
THEOREM 3.12. In the notation of Theorem 3.9, let F1 be super-Pythagorean 
with 8 < j @J&1” 1. Also let F2 be SAP (and Pythagorean). Then if K = F(- 11j2), 
(i) R(K)/R2 s $2/&22, 
(ii) K/R(K) s I;J({&l} . p12). 
Proof. We have X(F) = X(F,) u X(F.J. As in Corollary 3.10, the inde- 
composables in X(F,) and X(F,) constitute the indecomposables of X(F), even 
though we do not assume that these are clopen sets. Suppose z E p and x1 E p1 , 
5 opt are chosen so that zp2 corresponds to (z,8i2, z$a2) ~&‘r;ifir” :< &‘2/@aa g 
F/F”. Then N(--x1) = X(F,) n H(-a) and H(-z,) = X(FJ n II( Now 
both X(FJ and -Y(F,) are full in X(F) ( see the proof of Corollary 3.10). Hence 
H(-z) is full if and only if H( -zl) and N(-x2) are full (since H(--,n) is the 
disjoint union of H(-2,) and H(-a,)). Observe that H(-2,) is always full, as 
Fs is SAP, so every singleton set is an indecomposable in Ii’( However, 
H(-a,) is full if and only if ,a1 E &PI2 since the only full subsets of X(FJ are 
X(F,) and ,D (X(F,) is indecomposable). Let 0 be the surjection of $/‘ir’” onto 
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k;/i?. We have just shown, by Proposition 3.6, that z E R(K) if and only if 
z1 E i_ imF1?; i.e., 
Since ker (j -= [,E;“] 7- f( 1 F12, I F,?), (-- 1 I?,“, - 1 @zz)l, ifs, t &‘? then 
8(- 1 P12, x,F2~) =:= B( I P12, -x,P2”). So R(K)/P :-: O((P12j . . P2jP2”), i.e., 
R(K)/&? G $‘JF,“. Also, if we compose 6’ with the natural surjection of K/K” 
onto K/R(K), then by (1) th e resulting map has kernel {&plzj :.: ~zi~zz. Thus, 
K/R(K) z (kl;iP12 P2/P22)/({$-i;,2) X P2/$22) or R/R(K) g $,/((I+~l i filz). 
COROLLARY 3.13. For an-v n with 3 :< n --: m, and an_v m with 0 nl It 
and m + n - 1, there exists a nonreal field L,,,,) with 
(4 L,,.,,,/G,,, I = 2”, 
(ii) R(L,,,,,,)/I,;,f,,, / = 2”‘. 
Proqf. If ~1 < n - I. take F1 to be the super-Pythagqrean field R((.x,)) .‘. 
((.Y,,-,,,)). Let F, be SAP Pythagorean with 2’” = / F,/F,” 1, e.g., F,,,,,,, (see 
Theorem 2.3). Then 2’” m”l 1 = j FJF12 / :;p 8. So Theorem 3.12 applies; we 
obtain a field F from F1 and F, . Set L,.,,, m= F(dT). And if 117 71, we mav 
simply take L,,,,, F,,,,(t/-1) (see also [7, p. 11871 for examples of SAP 
fields). 
Remark. The above result demonstrates the truth of a conjecture of 
Szymiczek, in [ 171. 
The last result we will show is the construction of a pre-Hilbert field with an 
infinite number of square classes which is not a Hilbert field. First we make 
some observation?. I,et F, , Fz , F be as in Theorem 3.9. If a E P am1 N, c r;‘, , 
GV? EF~ under the usual correspondence, then the map from W(F) + 1T7(F1) ‘, 
Tl’(F,,) induced b!. 
[14, iSI. SinccW:, 
‘a c> (,‘a1 , ,:a?’ ) is an injective ring homomorphism 
., IF, is generated by ( ,’ 1, b, , (’ 1, 15,‘: ) where 11, c p1 , h, c F, . 
we have that IF maps isomorphically onto IF1 x IF?. Hence, if wc idcntifq 
these we obtain IV(F) -: Z . ,‘I 1 pi- IF1 .<, IF, . (The image of W(F) in II* .;. 
W(F,) consists of pairs (ql , q?) of quadratic forms such that dim q1 =.- 
dim qr(mod 2).) Moreover, we have 
r’Fj2IF II IzF1/21F, x IzFz/21F,, (2) 
Let Fz be a SAP Pythagorean field. In [7], it is shown that I”F, = 2IF,. 
Suppose now we take F1 = R((s))((JJ)). Then it is easy to see that Z”F, : 
31F1 L.I (,<I, ,x, y, sy; + 2IF,), so / ZzF,!21F, / = 2. Hence, by (2), \ I*F/2IF i == 2. 
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Finally, set K = F(d- 1). S’ mce fi/@ maps onto @ki”, in the exact sequence 
of groups (see. e.g., [8, Corollary 2. lo]) 
0 --f 2IF 3 I”F r’ I”hT 
we have that I.+ is surjective, so I”K E 12F/21F. Thus, i PK i = 2, so K is 
pre-Hilhert. Sow F, is a real Pythagorean field, so 1 p,/pz 1 > 2. Hence by 
Theorem 3.12, R(K)/&? 1 2 2, i.e., K is not Hilbert. In fact, we do not require 
that Fz have a finite number of square classes: 
~‘OROI~LAHY 3. 14. There exists a nonreal pre-Hilhert ,field with an infkife 
numher cLf square classes which is not Hilhert. 
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